
CHAPTER 1: FACEBOOK™

I. About Facebook™:

Founded in February 2004, Facebook is a social utility that helps people communicate 
more efficiently with their friends, family and coworkers. The company develops 
technologies that facilitate the sharing of information through the social graph, the 
digital mapping of people's real-world social connections. Anyone can sign up for 
Facebook and interact with the people they know in a trusted environment. Facebook is 
a part of millions of people’s lives and half of the users return daily.1

A.) About Facebook Profiles
 
Facebook profiles are essentially a little “About Me” page that summarizes your 
interests, persuasions, and collection of friends. When someone Google searches your 
name, you best believe your Facebook profile will be among the top results found, so 
your profile acts as a first impression in some ways. Your Facebook profile is also a place 
to share life experiences; somewhere you can post recent photographs, locations you’ve 
visited, and even interesting articles or videos.

The line between a personal and professional Facebook profile is a tenuous one to be 
sure. If you’d rather keep your profile more personal, utilize Facebook’s security 
controls. Otherwise, look to your Facebook profile as another opportunity to promote 
your product (you & your writing) and gain readership. 

A suggestion for getting started: make sure to include any relevant professional 
information on your profile, too, such as:

+ The titles of your books or publishing house under “Activities and Interests” 
+ A link to your Twitter account under “Contact Information” 
+ A small bio note under “Basic Information,” e.g., Brenda Harris is the author of Real 
Time Spent Waiting (La Vie Press, 2011).
  
These types of small additions will help potential readers find you more easily. 

B.) About Facebook Pages 

 Beyond the individual profile, you can also create a Facebook Page to promote 
yourself as an author. Facebook Pages are designed to develop a specific brand and 
strengthen its online presence. A number of publishing houses and literary magazines 
have fan pages to promote different aspects of their industry including: new titles, 
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emerging authors, writing contests, and open submissions.2 How you, as a writer, will 
use a Facebook Page for publicity is not all that different. 

+ Facebook - Create a Page 

BENEFITS: 
+ Having both a personal profile and professional page also allows you to protect your 

own privacy, which is key to creating a likable, lucrative brand
+ Your Facebook Page will function as the central hub for all things related to your 

writing and career--think book reviews or conference appearances
+ Unlike profile pages, Facebook Pages can be found via internet search without needing 

a Facebook account to access its content, therefore gaining greater accessibility 

Facebook Pages themselves have undergone a recent facelift and are now much more 
adaptable for persons who may not be selling a particular product but rather a 
specialized point-of-view and a more diversified audience. With Facebook’s new 
updates, your page will better establish legitimacy and connectivity among readers, both 
old and new. 

For instance, say a user just finished your new book, now he/she can tag you in their 
status update so your name will appeared hyperlinked and provide click-through access 
to your Facebook Page.

II.Getting Started

Despite sounding moderately egotistical, creating a page for yourself will help your 
publicity stay as organized as possible. Resist the temptation to create a page for each  
novel or book of poetry. Such pages don’t usually generate adequate traffic and once, 
say, your subsequent book is published, your original page gets a bit outdated and you’re 
left with even more to maintain. Keep it simple.  

A.) Brainstorming Content 

2 See Tupelo Press & Ploughshares as strong examples
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Visiting other Facebook Pages, even those not maintained by authors will give you a 
sense of what information is most helpful and engaging for potential readers. Don’t 
forget to review the examples of successful Facebook Author Page at this chapter’s end. 

PAGE CONTENT: 
+ Contact information 

+ Links to your blog, Twitter, etc.
+ Upcoming events
+ Countdown to book launch
+ Links to book reviews, interviews, etc.
+ Photographs of novels 

+ YouTube book trailers 

If you’re still feeling a little unsure, take a look at BookBuzzr’s “5 Basic Facebook 
Fundamentals for Authors” for help getting started. 

Generating content for a Facebook Page is much easier than that of a personal blog. 
Most of the time you’ll spend on content will have more to do with acclimating to 
Facebook’s interface. Once you get the hang of it, you’ll really only be copying & pasting 
information. 

Up front Commitment = 1-2 hours visiting other Facebook Pages for ideas
Weekly Commitment = 30 minutes spent organizing content 

Monthly Commitment = approx. 2 hours dedicated to content 

B.) Maintenance 

+ Entries: Post regularly--note: that doesn’t mean frequently. Too many status updates 
or external links to news articles clutters other people’s newsfeeds. Don’t be that 
annoying person on Facebook. Aim to check in at least 3 times per week & share no 
more than 3 or 4 newsworthy items per login with your readers. 

+ Accessibility: Enable wall posts on your page so readers can leave you comments 
and praise. Share questions via status updates that will prompt reader participation 
like, What’s one word to describe the feeling of reading a good book? Have a “Like” 
button on your page. Make sure to keep fans engaged. 
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+ Interaction: Filling your own page’s newsfeed is not enough. Get in touch with other 

authors/artists on Facebook, “like” their pages, comment on their posts. Think about 
joining a Facebook group, like a book marketing circle. Stay informed & enthusiastic! 

Up front Commitment = 1-2 hours creating page & editing its content
Weekly Commitment = Check back at least 3 times per week; 15 minutes per visit 

Monthly Commitment = approx. 3 hours dedicated to maintenance 

Your overall goal is to stay on top of friend requests, respond to comments, update 
posts/status as needed so your page remains as active as possible. 

III. Examples 

Visit these recommended author Facebook Pages for inspiration:

Julianna Baggott | Author of “Pure”

Melanie Benjamin | Author of “Alice I Have Been” 
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